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1.Security Administrator, Zhi Wang, creates the CA Identity Minder roles required to implement delegated
administration.Two weeks later, one of these new roles requires some changes.These changes should be
performed by the:
A.Role Owner
B.Role Manager
C.Role Administrator
D.Access Role Membership Approver
Answer: A
2.Which features characterize CA Identity Minder? (Choose three)
A.Assignment of privileges through roles
B.Delegation of the management of users and application access
C.Self-service options that enable users to manage their own accounts
D.User-defined service delivery service catalog that encompasses a menu of services
E.Full automation capabilities for inventory, tracking, maintenance, migration, and security across all
enterprise client devices in a single product
Answer: A,B,C
3.You are setting up the Bulk Load Client to perform a complete dump of all HR users into CA
IdentityMinder.You want to avoid a problem you encountered previously when a large number of records
processed overloaded the server.Which command-line option addresses this issue?
A.imbulkloadclient -T, —transformOnly
B.imbulkloadclient -b, —batchSize <number>
C.imbulkloadclient -i, —inputFile <file, batchsize>
D.imbulkloadclient - e, —endpointlnfoFile <file, number>
Answer: B
4.In CA IdentityMinder, which self-service actions can you perform using public tasks? (Choose two)
A.Self-registration
B.Modifying your profile
C.Changing your password
D.Resetting a forgotten password
Answer: A,D
5.Which statement about CA Identity Minder end points is TRUE?
A.An endpoint type can only contain one instance of an endpoint.
B.They are generally client operating system versions, such as Windows XP and Red Hat Linux.
C.An endpoint type is the lowest unit of organization in the hierarchical structure managed by the
provisioning engine.
D.A specific type of endpoint needs to be enabled on the Provisioning Server to enable CA Id entity
Minder to communicate to it.
Answer: D
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